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929.2 SEE
Lisa See
On Gold Mountain: The One-Hundred-Year Odyssey of My Chinese-American Family

DVD 929.20973 FACES
hosted by Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
Faces of America

940.48173 LASKIN
David Laskin
The Long Way Home: An American Journey From Ellis Island to the Great War

940.5318092 JACKSON
Livia Bitton Jackson
Hello, America

959.704 HAYSLIP
Le Ly Hayslip
When Heaven and Earth Changed Places: A Vietnamese Woman’s Journey from War to Peace

973 DUMAS
Firoozeh Dumas
Funny in Farsi Series
Funny in Farsi A Memoir of Growing Up Iranian in America
Laughing Without an Accent: Adventures of an Iranian American, At Home and Abroad

973.04924 BERGER
Joseph Berger
Displaced Persons: Growing Up American After the Holocaust

973.04924 KOPELNIT
Raimonda Kopelnitsky
No Words to Say Goodbye: A Young Jewish Woman’s Journey from the Soviet Union Into America—The Extraordinary Diaries of Raimonda Kopelnitsky

B BLANCO
Richard Blanco
For All of Us, One Today: An Inaugural Poet’s Journey
The Prince of Los Cocuyos: A Miami Childhood

B CHOI
Annie Choi
Happy Birthday or Whatever: Track Suits, Kim Chee, and Other Family Disasters

B DANTICAT
Edwidge Danticat
Brother, I’m Dying

B GOROKHOV
Elena Gorokhova
Russian Tattoo: A Memoir

B GRANDE
Reyna Grande
The Distance Between Us: A Memoir

B HAZAN
Marcella Hazan
Amarcord—Marcella Remembers: The Remarkable Life Story of a Woman Who Started Out Teaching Science in a Small Town in Italy, But Ended Up Teaching America How to Cook Italian